stainless steel

technical information

General Description
Many
of
steel
make a
material selection.
stainless steel is
because is
as having
a higher initial
The fact
over
the total life
a product, stainless steel often the
best value
Stainless
Stainless steel is a generic
that
describes more than
grades of low
steel which contain at least
chromium. It is the
addition
that gives
its
Stainless steels are
alloys because
with
to form an invisible
layer
that is
protective and resists
the
surface
damaged, the
layer reforms within
and heals
Finishes
The
easily
surface
of stainless
provides a modern
Stainless
steel can
processed with a variety
of
or abrasive finishes
from a dull low-sheen to a
polished mirror

Care and Maintenance Th easy
ability
makes the
choice for strict
such as
and kitchens.
In
of stainless steel best
where it can be
rinsed by rain
water. Rain
will rinse
deposits,
deicing
Manual cleaning of
steel
should be done
nonabrasive
and clean, warm water
with without a gentle detergent.
more aggressive cleaning
the type
needs to
and an
cleaner chosen that is safe
steel.
chlorine should
be
used on stainless
Brushes or
wool made of
steel should
never be
because iron particles
the surface of
Please refer to the following
for a
more
listing of cleaning
agents
d a
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Environmental Stainless
100% recyclable. In
60%
of new stainless
comes from
old
Stainless steel is also good
the
because does not
need
to achieve
resistance nor does it
harsh cleaners to keep

Stainless steel work
during
so
finished
product is
tougher than
before it
into site
This is true from
to far
freezing. The
naturally
surface layer protects
material from corrosion. For
reason, stainless steel
have been used on the
of
sky scrapers for
with
proper
look as
good today as the
they were
For outdoor site
stainless
durability
weatherability. With proper
and
steel is an
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